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Roman Theater

The MercaTeatro draws inspiration from the surrounding historic
context of Bologna and from building typologies of the past,
rooting it to its context and creating a timeless new cultural
center. The project area and the Roman theater are situated along
the ancient Cardo, or principal north / south axis of the original
Roman grid layout and thus have an important position within the
ancient and modern city.

ruins as organizing element

the functional program of the mercateatro combines educational,
exposition, conference and working spaces with restaurants,
cafes, exposition of the history of the roman theater and space for
promoting local food and artisanal products, across spaces that
are open to one another to promote communication, sharing and
socialization.
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source: "Coin a Bologna. La galleria del Teatro
Romano di Bologna, 1994, Sagep Editrice, Genova"

The above survey of the ruins of the
roman theater became the guiding
principle of the design, their imprint
traced into the flooring pattern that
permeates through the entire floor.
where their traces end, axes continue
on throughout the spaces with a
different pattern.
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daytime theater

House of diana, ostia

G. Pinali, elevation and section of the

these
traces
either
become
the
functional podiums and furniture
for the various rooms, or carve an
empty space through the room. Thus
the visitor perceives the memory of the
ancient theater through the play of
solid / void.

new market - daytime theater

Ruins traces

(dis. F. Ronzani). 1822
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Mercateatro
The project creates a new building typology that combines the
commercial aspects of a market with the social and spectator
aspects of a theater. thus, the actions of displaying products and
watching / socializing come together in a single typology, providing
an innovative hub within the center of the city, for both the residents
and for visitors alike to learn, experience and discover.

Downstairs - archaeological / exposition space

Reconstruction totems
- viewpoints recreating
the ancient theater

first floor - casual restaurant space

